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Abstract 
Simultaneous rigid E-unification was introduced in 1987 by Gallier, Raatz and Snyder. It 
is used in the area of automated reasoning with equality in extension procedures, like the 
tableau method or the connection method. Many articles in this area assumed the existence of 
an algorithm for the simultaneous rigid E-unification problem. There were several faulty proofs 
of the decidability of this problem. In this paper we prove that simultaneous rigid E-unification is 
undecidable. As a consequence, we obtain the undecidability of the ~*-fragment of intuitionistic 
logic with equality. 
1. Introduction 
Simultaneous rigid E-unification plays a crucial role in automatic proof methods for 
first-order logic with equality based on sequent calculi, such as semantic tableaux [13], 
the connection method [7] (also known as the mating method [1]), model elimination 
[25] and a dozen other procedures. All these methods are based on the Herbrand 
theorem and express the idea that the proof-search can be considered as the problem 
of checking that every path through a matrix of  the goal formula is inconsistent (for 
this reason these methods are sometimes characterized as matrix methods). This idea 
was originally justified by Prawitz [30]. Instead of generating instances of  a quantifier- 
free formula M(2), he proposed to search for a substitution a for 21,... ,2n such that 
every path in (M(X l )A . . .  A M(Yn))a becomes complementary (or inconsistent). In 
the case without equality, the search for such a substitution can be carried out using 
ordinary (simultaneous) unification. Thus, for a matrix M(21 )A. . .  AM(Yn), the problem 
of the existence of an appropriate substitution is decidable and can be performed by 
any known unification algorithm. The idea of  reducing the provability (or, dually, 
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unsatisfiability) problem to checking paths in matrices for inconsistency can also be 
used for logic with equality [22, 15], but for proving inconsistency of (a set of) paths 
one needs (simultaneous) rigid E-unification. 
Simultaneous rigid E-unification can be formulated as follows. Let us call a rigid 
equation any expression of the form E ~-v s = t, where E is a finite set of equations. 
Given a finite set of rigid equations E i }-V Si = ti, i E {1 . . . . .  n}, find a substitution a 
such that for all i we have k V((Aecg i eo) D sio = tia) (here F- means provability in 
first-order logic with equality). 
Consider an example. Assume that we want to establish the unsatisfiability of the 
formula VyVx(h(x) = a A [(h(a) = y A y ¢ g(h(y)) )  V (h(b) = f (y )  A y ¢ g( f (y ) ) ) ] ) .  
To this end, we can extend the matrix of this formula by duplicating the quantifier Vx 
which creates two copies of the subformula h(x) = a. Following [1], we can display 
the resulting matrix in a two-dimensional format, with disjunctions being displayed 
horizontally and conjunctions being displayed vertically: 
h(xl) = a 
h(x2) = a 
y 7£ g(h(y))  L y 7~ g( f (y ) )  
Collecting formulas lying on the two vertical paths in this matrix we obtain the fol- 
lowing two rigid equations expressing inconsistency of this set of paths: 
h(xl) = a,h(x2) = a,h(a) = y [-v Y = g(h(y)) 
h(xl) = a,h(x2) = a,h(b) = f (y )  F-v y = g( f (y ) )  
Some solutions to this set of rigid equations are the substitutions {a/xl,b/x2, 
g(hn(a))/y}, for every n ~> 0. 
Since simultaneous rigid E-unification was introduced by Gallier et al. [17], there 
have been a number of publications on simultaneous rigid E-unification itself and its 
use in theorem proving [15, 18, 16, 3, 6, 14, 7, 4, 5, 21, 29]. Some of these articles 
were based on the conjecture that simultaneous rigid E-unification is decidable. There 
were several faulty proofs of the decidability of this problem (e.g. [15, 16, 21]). 
Results on simultaneous rigid E-unification known so far are the following: 
1. Non-simultaneous (i.e. the case n = 1) rigid E-unification with E1 ground (i.e. 
without variables) is NP-complete [23]. 
2. Non-simultaneous rigid E-unification is NP-complete [15, 16]. 
3. For non-simultaneous rigid E-unification there exist finite complete sets of unifiers 
[15, 16]. 
4. The monadic case (the arity of function symbols is ~< 1) is PSPACE-hard [21]. 
5. The word equation problem is polynomially reducible to monadic simultaneous 
rigid E-unification [8]. 
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6. Simultaneous rigid E-unification in the signature with one unary function symbol 
and a countable number of constants is decidable [8]. (The decidability proof for this 
case uses deep number-theoretic facts.) 
In [9] we proved the undecidability of simultaneous rigid E-unification. The proof 
was by reduction of so called monadic semi-unification whose undecidability was 
proven in [2]. Here we give a more intuitive proof following [10], using reduction 
of second-order unification whose undecidability was proven in [20]. Article [20] used 
reduction of Hilbert's tenth problem. In principle, we could combine the two proofs 
obtaining a shorter undecidability proof by direct reduction of Hilbert's tenth prob- 
lem. However, we use reduction of second-order unification since we find it more 
transparent. 
2. Second-order unification 
We define second-order unification mainly following [20]. 
Definition 1. A second-order language A °2 is a triple (Z, Y', ~U) of disjoint sets, where 
2 is finite and ~r, ~K are countable. For any such second-order language 2 is the set 
of function symbols of 5¢ 2, 5~ is the set of free variables of y2  and ~U is the set 
of bound variables of 5f 2. A variable of a second-order language ~o2 is either a free 
variable or a bound variable of A °2. For any such second-order language we assume 
that the sets Z and ~ are the unions of disjoint sets Zn and X~ of function symbols 
and variables of arity n, n E {0, 1,...}. Elements of ~ have arity 0. Elements of Z0 
are called constants. 
Unlike [20] we do not introduce individual variables; their role is played by free 
variables of arity 0. 
For the rest of this section we assume that 2,q 2 stands for a fixed second-order 
language (2, ~,  ~K). 
Definition 2. The set T (•  2) of second-order term2 of the language A °2 is defined 
inductively as follows: for every f E ZU~U~K of arity m and any t l , . . . ,  tm E T(~(~2), 
m~>0, we have f ( t l  . . . . .  tin) E T(5~2). A second-order term in T(SP 2) is called ground 
iff it uses no variables. 
As usual, for any symbol f of arity 0 we write f instead of f ( ) .  The equality 
predicate will be denoted by =, whereas ~ means the literal identity of two expressions. 
We assume = be symmetric, i.e. we do not distinguish s = t from t = s. The notation 
stands for "equal by definition". The set of all variables occurring in a second-order 
term t is denoted by var(t). Instead of T((Z,X, ~/U)) we shall simply write T(Z,5~, ~) .  
Definition 3. A second-order substitution in the language y2  is any exression of the 
form {tl/Xl . . . . .  tn/xn} where xi E ~r U ~/U are pairwise different variables and if xi has 
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arity m, then ti E T(X,Y', {W 1 . . . . .  Wm} ). The domain dom(O) of such a substitution is 
the set {Xl,...,xn}; the range ran(O) of 0 is the set {tl . . . . .  tn}. 
Let 0 be a second-order substitution {q/x1 .... ,tn/Xn}, t be a term. The result tO of 
application of 0 to t is defined inductively as follows: 
1. For every f E ~'m we have f(sl, . . . ,sm)O ~ f(slO . . . . .  SmO). 
2. For every x E X U ~/~ of arity m 
ti{slO/w1,... ,SmO/Wm} i f x  ~ xi, 1 <~i<~n, 
x(sl .... ,sm)O ~ X(SlO .. . . .  smO) i f x  ¢ {xb. . . ,x ,}.  
For purely technical reasons we extend the notation xO to variables x of  arity > 0 
as follows. Let 0 be as in Definition 3. Then 
xO~{t i  x i fx ,~x i ,  l<~i<~n, 
if x ~ {Xl,... ,xn}. 
Definition 4. A second-order equation in the language ~o2 is an expression of the form 
sl = s2, where sbs2 C T(Z,Y(,O). A unifier for sl = s2 is a second-order substitution 
0 such that slO ~ s20. A substitution 0 is a unifier for a set of equations S iff it is a 
unifier for every E E S. A set of  second-order equations possessing a unifier is called 
unifiable. 
For a set of  second-order equations S, var(S) is the set of  all variables occurring in 
S. Note that second order equations do not contain bound variables. The second-order 
unification problem is the problem of determining whether any finite set of  second- 
order equations is unifiable. 
By a routine inspection of  the definitions we obtain 
Lemma 1. Let S be a unifiable set of equations in the language ~2. Then there is 
a unifier 0 for S such that 
1. var(S) = dom(O); 
2. Variables in 32 do not occur in ran(O). 
Substitutions 0 satisfying these two conditions will be called ground for S. Note 
that for every equation (s = t) E S and for every substitution 0 ground for S the terms 
sO, tO are ground. 
The following definition is technical. 
Definition 5. A set S of  second-order equations is called reduced iff all equations in 
S have either the form s = t where s, t are terms not using variables of  arity > 0 or 
the form x(h . . . . .  tm) = t, where x is a variable, m > 0 and t,h . . . . .  tm are terms not 
using variables of  arity > 0. 
Lemma 2. For any set S of second-order equations one can effectively find a reduced 
set S ~ of second order equations uch that S is unifiable iff S p is unifiable. 
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Proof. Assume that S contains an equation s = t such that s has an occurrence of a 
term X(tl,...,tm). Let y E 5f0 be a variable foreign to S. Then there is a term s ~ such 
that s ~ s~{x(tl,...,tm)/y}. Let $1 be obtained from S by the replacement of  s = t by 
two equations ~= t,x(tl ..... tin) = y. By routine inspection of the definitions one can 
see that S is unifiable iff $1 is unifiable. 
With the help of  such replacements one can obtain a system S ~ satisfying the claim. 
[] 
3. Simultaneous rigid E-unification 
Definition 6. A first-order language 202 is a pair (Z, 5(} of disjoint sets, where S is 
finite and ~" is countable. For any such language Z is the set of function symbols 
of 201 and Y" is the set of variables of 201. We assume that the set Z is the union 
of disjoint sets Z, of  function symbols of arity n, n E {0, 1,...}. Elements of Z0 are 
called constants. 
For the rest of  this section we assume that 201 stands for a fixed first-order language 
(r ,  3r). 
Definition 7. The set T(20 1) of first order terms of the language 2 °1 is defined in- 
ductively as follows: every x E 5f belongs to T(201); for every f E Z~ and th . . . ,  t~ E 
T(201), n~>0, we have f ( t l  . . . . .  t,) E T(201). A first-order term in T(20 I) is called 
ground iff it uses no variables. 
Instead of T((Z,Y')) we shall simply write T(Z,:T). 
Definition 8. A first-order substitution in the language 201 is any expression of  the 
form {tl/xl .. . . .  tn/xn} where xi E ~r are pairwise different variables and ti E T(201). 
The domain dom(O) of such a substitution is the set {Xl .. . .  ,xn}. 
Let 0 be a first-order substitution {tl/Xl ... . .  tn/Xn) and t be a term. The result tO of 
application of 0 to t is defined inductively as follows: 
1. For every f E ~m we have f(sl,...,sm)O ~ f(slO,... ,SmO). 
2. For every x E 5f 
{~ ifx,%xi, l<<.i<<.n, 
xO ~ if  X ~ {X 1 . . . . .  Xn}. 
A first-order equation in the language 201 is an expression of the form Sl = s2, 
where Sl,S2 E T(201). 
For a first-order equation s = t and a set of  equations E we write E [- s = t to denote 
that the formula V((Aece e)D s = t) is provable in first-order logic with equality. For 
such formulas provability can be tested by the congruence closure algorithm (see [14]). 
For a set E of  first-order equations and a substitution 0 we denote by EO the set of 
first-order equations {sO = tO I (s = t) E E}. 
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Definition 9. A rigid equation is an expression of the form E t-v s = t, where E is a 
finite set of  first order equations and s = t is a first-order equation. Its solution is any 
first-order substitution 0 such that EO F- sO = tO. A substitution 0 is a solution to a set 
S of rigid equations iff 0 is a solution to every rigid equation in S. 2 
The simultaneous rigid E-unification problem is the problem of determining whether 
any finite set of  rigid equations possesses a solution. 
We shall introduce one particular kind of a rigid equation that will be used as a 
technical tool for proofs in this paper. For any first-order language /A, ~)  with at least 
one constant, any variable x C Y/ and any constant c E A0 introduce the following 
rigid equation: 
Gr(A,x) ~ ~J { f (a l  . . . . .  am) = c I f  ~ Am, al . . . .  ,am E A0} ~-vx = c 
m:0 
We shall use the following two obvious lemmas. 
Lemma 3. A substitution 0 is a solution to Gr(A,x) iff xO is a ground term of  the 
language (A, ~/). 
We shall use the substitution otation {t l /c l , . . . ,  tn/en} where ci are constants. This 
will denote the operation of the simultaneous replacement of  all occurrences of ci 
by ti. 
Lemma 4. Let Cl . . . . .  ¢n be pairwise different constants and tl . . . . .  tn be first order 
terms such that ci does not occur in tj for  all i , j  E {1 . . . . .  n}. Then Cl : tl . . . . .  cn = 
tn ~ sl = s2 iff s l{tl /el  . . . . .  tn/Cn} ~ s2{tl /el , . . .  ,tn/en}. 
4. Undecidability proof 
In this section we reduce second order unification to simultaneous rigid E-unification. 
For the rest of  this section we assume that 5¢ z stands for a fixed second-order language 
Theorem 1. There is an effective method that reduces second-order unification to 
simultaneous rigid E-unification. 
Proof. Let S be a set of second-order equations of  the language ~2.  By Lemma 2 we 
can assume that S is reduced. By Lemma 1 we can restrict ourselves to substitutions 
ground for S. Let V = var(S) be the set of  all variables occurring in S and let k 
be the maximal arity of  variables in V. Introduce new constants c l , . . . , ck  foreign to 
2 The term "rigid equation" could be more adequately expressed as"instance of a (non-simultaneous) rigid 
E-tmification problem", but this would be too lengthy. 
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S and define the first-order language ~1 as (SU {Cl . . . . .  ek}, fU  g#}. Let a be the 
first-order substitution {Cl/Wl . . . . .  Ck/Wk} in this language. 
Consider the set R consisting of the following rigid equations in the language ~q~l: 
1. For every x E V of arity m ~> 0 the rigid equation 
Gx ~ Gr(~ U {cl . . . . .  Cm},X). 
2. For every equation (s = t) C S where s, t use only variables of arity 0 the rigid 
equation 
Es=t ~ F-V s = t. 
3. For every equation (x(q .. . .  ,tm) = t) E S with m > 0 the rigid equation 
Cx( --" tl,...,t,~)=t "~- C1 z t l , . . . ,C  m ~--- tm [ -v  X ~ t. 
For any second-order substitution 0 = {t l /x l , . . . ,  tl/xl} ground for S denote by 0 the 
first-order substitution {tla/Xi . . . . .  tla/xi}. Note that for every term t without variables 
of arity > 0 we have tO ~ tO. 
We prove the following technical 
Lemma 5. (1) Let 0 be a substitution 9round for  S. Then 0 is a unifier for  S iff 0 
is a solution to R. 
(2) Every solution z to R with dom('c) = V has the form 0 for a suitable 0 ground 
for  S. 
Proof. (1) First we prove the "only i f "  part. Suppose 0 is a unifier for S and consider 
any x E V of arity m. Since 0 is ground for S, we have xO E T(Z,O,{Wl . . . . .  win}). 
Hence xO E T(~ U {cl . . . . .  Cm},0). By Lemma 3, 0 is a solution to Gx. 
Consider any equation (s = t) E S, where s, t use only variables of arity 0. Since 0 
is a unifier for (s = t), we have sO ~ sO ~ tO ~ tO, and hence 0 is a solution to Es=t. 
Let (X(tl . . . . .  tin) = t) E S and m > 0. Then 
xO{tlO/Cl . . . . .  tmO/cm} ~ (since tiO ~ riO) 
xO{tlO/cl . . . .  , tmO/cm} ~ (using the definition of 0 
and xO E T(Z,~, {Wl . . . . .  win})) 
xO{tlO/wl,...,tmO/Wm} ~ (by the definition of substitution application) 
x(q . . . . .  tm)O ~ (since 0 is a unifier for x(fi . . . . .  tm) = t) 
tO ~ (since tO ~ tO) 
t0 ~ (since ei do not occur in tO) 
tO{ti O/el . . . . .  tmO/em} 
We obtained xO{tlO/cl . . . . .  tmO/em} ~ tO{tlO/Cl . . . . .  tmO/em}. By Lemma 4 this yields 
c1 = qO,...,era = tmO b XO = tO. Hence, 0 is a solution to Cx(tb...,tm)= t. 
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Thus, 0 is a solution to R. By the same considerations we can prove the "if" part. 
(2) Suppose z is any solution to R with dom(z) = V. Define the second-order 
substitution 0 with dom(O) = V by xO ~ (xz){wl/eb...,w~/ek}, for all x E V. Since 
z is a solution to all Gx, by Lemma 3 for any x of arity m we have xz E T(S tO 
{cl . . . . .  era},0), which implies xO E T(S,O, {wl ..... win)). Hence, 0 is ground for S. It 
is easy to see that 0 = ~. [] 
We continue the proof of Theorem 1. Note that if there is a solution to R then there 
is a solution -c to R with dora(z) = V. Applying Lemmas 1 and 5 we obtain that S is 
unifiable iff R has a solution. [] 
In our construction we used a potentially infinite number of new constants ci. One 
can note that the proof can be modified as well so that the language 2 '1 of rigid 
equations will be fixed. The modification is as follows. Let f ,9  be unary function 
symbols and b be a constant all foreign to 2;. Replace all new constants ci used in 
the proofs by terms of the form f(gi(b)). The proof remains correct because f (gk(b))  
and f ( f (b ) )  are not subterms of each other when k ¢ I. This shows that second-order 
unification in the signature 2; is effectively reducible to simultaneous rigid E-unification 
in the signature S U {f ,  9, b}. By the undecidability of second-order unification [20] 
we obtain 
Theorem 2. Simultaneous rigid E-unification is undeeidable. 
Our Theorem 2 reveals an interesting phenomenon: the proposal of using simulta- 
neous rigid E-unification in matrix methods in first-order logic with equality in fact 
leads to second-order logic. For matrix methods in classical ogic there are alternative 
approaches, e.g. the one proposed in [11, 12]. However, the problem of handling simul- 
taneous rigid E-unification seems to be unavoidable in proof methods for intuitionistic 
logic with equality [31]. 
5. The undeeidability of the 3*-fragment of intuitionistic logic with equality 
In [16] it was noted that "rigid E-unification and Girard's linear logic [19] share 
the same spirit". In this section we show that simultaneous rigid E-unification is rep- 
resentable already in a very "weak" fragment of intuitionistic logic with equality, thus 
obtaining the undecidability result for this fragment. The decidability problems for 
some other fragments of intuitionistic logic with and without equality were studied in 
[27, 26, 24, 28]. 
Theorem 3. The class of formulas provable in intuitionistic logic with equality of the 
form 
~X 1 . . . ~Xk ~) 
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where fb is a quantifier-free formula  built f rom atomic formulas using A, 3 ,  is unde- 
cidable. 
Proof. We use Theorem 2 on the undecidabil ity of simultaneous rigid E-unification. 
Let Ei }-v si = ti, where i E 1, . . . ,  n be rigid equations all whose variables are among 
Xl . . . . .  xk. Consider the formula 
i=1 eCEi 
By the explicit definability property of  intuitionistic predicate calculus with equality, 
formula (1) is provable iff there are terms r l , . . . ,  rk such that the formula 
is provable. 
Denote the substitution {r l /x l , . . . , rk /xk}  by a. It is easy to see that formula (2) 
is provable in intuitionistic logic iff each of  the formulas (Aecei ecr)D si~r = ticr is 
provable in intuitionistic logic, which (for this class of  formulas) is the same as their 
provabil ity in classical ogic. Provability of all these formulas in classical ogic means 
that a is a solution to the rigid equations Ei F-v si = ti. [] 
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